A great diversity characterizes economic dynamics of Germany over a long period of time. This refers to many time series: in some periods, they show large volatility which then moves into stability and stagnation phase, generating specific difficulties in a long-term forecasting of economic dynamics. The aim of the research is the attempt to determine the prognostic efficiency of conditional modelling and to answer the question whether or not conditional errors are significantly smaller than the unconditional ones in long-term forecasting. The research showed that conditional errors (root mean square errors RMSE) of an ex-post forecast did not differ significantly from the unconditional RMSE. The decreasing RMSE of the ex-post forecast for Germany's individual economic processes (with the assumption that an intercept occurs in the ARMA procedure) was correlated more strongly with the procedure of filtering economic time series than with the application of the conditional maximum likelihood method (ML) and robust procedures. The relationship between a decreasing RMSE of the ex-post forecast and the application of conditional ML methods occurs in ARMAX forecasts (with exogenous processes) for data filtered with Hodrick -Prescott (HP) filter. It is worth pointing out that a relatively high prognostic efficiency of the robust (resistant) estimation of quantile regression occurs for the economic series linearized with the help of the TRAMO/SEATS method.
Introduction
Defining the conditional expectation of data-generating random processes whose conditional variance does not vary over time boils down to the issue of the mean squared error 1 . The regression analysis for random variables (X, Y) consists in predicting Y based on the observations of X. Therefore, one should find function f, such that Y = f(X). The mean squared error is usually assumed to be the criterion which is the measure of the accuracy of estimation Y. Assuming that the expected value of the prediction Y is finite, one proves that there exists function f0 which minimises the mean squared prediction error 2 . It seems prima facie reasonable to assume that the volatility of economic dynamics of time series over long periods of time increases the unconditional mean squared errors of their prediction. However, economic time series are not generated solely by random processes. Were it the case, any attempts at making predictions would prove futile, for random processes cannot be predicted. That does not mean that an appropriately employed "reception strategy" may consider a meaningless, "random" communication to be "relevant" and "structured". In this case, however, the organization of the communication, which has been imposed by the reception strategy, emerges only "on the side" of the receiver who somewhat succumbs to the "hallucination" ..... of "information" 3 Yet, economic processes are not random isolates as they are inter-connected through a variety of relations (causal, probabilistic, fuzzy, reflexive, etc.) . Moreover, it appears that the efficiency of predictions is to some extent conditional on applying the procedures of pre-whitening data. The size of the mean squared prediction errors may also be affected by outliers occurring in the time series considered. This kind of data may occur in individual time series. One can also view an entire time series as an outlier in a given set (family) of the time 2 Althreya, Lahiri, 2006 3 Lem, 2009, p. 269 series 4 . Their impact on the results of a regression analysis is to a large extent conditional on the computation procedures employed. In order to remove the impact of the outliers on the computation results, they are frequently removed from the time series. Furthermore, the procedures correcting outliers are used (averaging, filtration, etc.) . In the processes which generate a high percentage of outliers in all observations in the period considered, such interference is very likely to result in seeming regressions. In literature, attention is therefore paid to the application of resistant statistical procedures in economic studies minimizing mean squared errors 5 . The aim of the study on economic dynamics of Germany presented below is the verification of the hypotheses asserting that variance and deviating observations significantly change the mean squared errors of forecasting the dynamics of economic time series.
Research methods
In a preliminary pre-whitening of monthly data (270 data covering the period between April 1992 and September 2014, 23 time series of Germany, calculated as a month corresponding to the month of the previous year) -in order to remove a seasonal component from the original data, the X-12-ARIMA procedure was used in gretl software 1.10.2 (MS Windows x86_64). In the result, a component adjusted seasonally (nazwa [name]_s) was obtained. The seasonally adjusted time series were then subject to augmented Dickey-Fuller unit-root test in gretl software. The test showed that there were no grounds to reject the null hypothesis: "a unit-root is present" for all the time series adjusted seasonally. In order to remove the stochastic trend, the Hodrick-Prescott filter was used in gretl software (the lambda coefficient for monthly data = 14400). The cyclical component obtained was recorded as hp_nazwa_s. The seasonally adjusted data were subject to the TRAMO/SEATS analysis using gretl software. As a result, adjusted data nazwa_s_xl and deviating values IO (innovational outliers), additive outliers AO, LS (level shift) and TC (temporary changes) were obtained 6 . For the thus obtained time series, the ARMA forecasting model was used (assuming that only intercept and covariance matrix parameter via Hessian will be included). The accuracy of the quantitative forecasts was assessed using the ex post mean squared error in the verification interval. The interval of the empirical verification of the forecasting was determined for the period February 2014 -October 2014 (eight months) 7 . As a non-seasonal order AR and non-seasonal order MA in the ARMA model (for data nazwa_s and hp_nazwa_s), the quantities set out in armax package 0.92 (author: Yi -Nung Yang) of gretl software were adopted. For data nazwa_s_xl, the non-seasonal and seasonal order AR and MA were employed, determined automatically in the TRAMO/SEATS procedure of gretl software. Next, for individual data sets (cleared of seasonal variations, with Hodrick-Prescott stochastic trend being removed, and cleared of linearised series), the forecasts for the industry production dynamics of Germany were determined with the help of the ARMAX models (applying exogenous process), using the appropriate and conditional maximum likelihood method 8 and quantile regression models. Similar to forecasting time series, an ex post mean squared error was computed in the verification interval February-October 2014. Deviations were computed for all the time series 9 . Subject to the analysis were the following time series of the German economy (the period = 1992-2014, the number of data = 270; the data have been presented as chain indices: month related to the month of the previous year): The data were obtained from the monthly magazine Statistisches Bundesamt "Wirtschaft und Statistik" and the publications of the tests of the economic situation in industry and construction by Ifo-Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung in Munich.
Empirical Studies
The standard deviations of the time series with Hodrick-Prescott stochastic trend being removed are smaller than the standard deviations of the data after having used the X-12 ARIMA procedure. Moreover, the standard deviations of the time series obtained in the TRAMO/SEATS analysis are smaller than the data with seasonality removed in 16 cases, and for the data which were filtered with Hodrick-Prescott filter only in 8 cases (the data used in the graph below have been included in Table 1 Kufel ,2007; Maddala, 2006; Berndt, Hall, Hall, Hausman, 1974) . 9 Kufel, 2007 . 12 did not show large differences with respect to the forecasts obtained using the appropriate (ordinary) and conditional method of the maximum likelihood of the ARMA model. Only for eight time series (per 23 in total) did the RMSE of the "conditional" forecasts prove to be smaller than the RMSE of the "ordinary" forecasts (coal, cement, electri, prod, row, consum, unemploy, vacan) . For the industrial goods price dynamics and industrial goods price forecast, the RMSE was computed additionally for a static (and not dynamic) forecast outside the sample range (cen_dyn_s_ stat, pr_cen_s_stat). The dynamic forecasts for those time series appeared to have little likelihood in the verification interval: The mean squared error of the forecast for the time series of Germany's economic dynamics, after having removed the seasonal component and stochastic trend (using Hodrick-Prescott filter), 12 See Table 3 of the Statistical Attachment showed relatively bigger differences with respect to the "conditional" and "ordinary" forecasts for the time series of the steel production dynamics, the industry economic situation forecast and the DAX stock exchange: The RMSE of the conditional forecasts proved to be smaller than the RMSE of the ordinary forecasts for ten time series of the economic dynamics of Germany (steel, electri, cars, prod, row, pr_prz, d_prz, pr_bud, d_bud, dax). The ex post mean squared errors of the forecast of the economic dynamics time series of Germany (after being transformed using the TRAMO/SEATS method) obtained using the ARMA model 13 are smaller (than the "ordinary" forecasts errors) for 14 time series when applying the conditional maximum likelihood method: coal, cement, electri, prod, inv, row, unemploy, vacan, turn_r, cen_dyn, export, import, pr_prz, pr_cen. While removing the seasonal component and stochastic trend from the time series considered, we can observe an increase in the number of the time series whose "conditional" forecasts show smaller mean squared errors than 13 See Table 5 of the Statistical Attachment Source: Author's own study the "ordinary" forecasts. Although the average level of those errors is reduced, the mean squared errors using the conditional maximum likelihood method were smaller on average than the errors of the forecast using the appropriate ML method only for the data subject to transformation by the TRAMO/SEATS method. The forecasts of the time series dynamics of the raw material production in Germany are a good illustration of how an ex post forecast error gets reduced when moving from the appropriate to the conditional ML method, together with the series transformations by the X-12 ARIMA method, Hodrick-Prescott filter and the TRAMO/ SEATS method. The forecasts of the time series dynamics of industrial production and electricity production (showing a relatively smaller error for the conditional ML method) have minimal errors for the data with the cyclical component being removed and without the trend (hp_nazwa_s). The estimation of the ARMAX prediction models and quantile regression is only partially consistent with the results achieved so far. Source: Author's own study
In the ARMAX models and quantile regression, the endogenous variable was the industrial production dynamics of Germany, whereas 22 variables were exogenous variables (processes linked to industrial production, employment, sale, international exchange, economic situation forecasting and stock exchange cycles, see Table 1 ). An ex post minimum forecasting error occurred in Model 2 (data with seasonality and stochastic trend removed): 
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,2711 -------------------------------------------
Source: Author's own study The models obtained were tested for normality of residual distribution and residual graphs Q-Q (quantile-quantile) were generated. In none of the models were there any grounds for rejecting the null hypothesis: "the empirical distribution function has a normal distribution";
Frequency distribution for uhat2, observations 3-262 Interval number = 17, the mean = 0,000585178, standard deviation = 1,40813 Source: Author's own study 
Conlusions
The comparative analysis of the ex post mean squared forecast errors has showed that conditional errors do not differ significantly from the unconditional ones. The ex-post decreasing forecast error for Germany's individual economic processes (assuming that intercept occurs in the ARMA procedure) is correlated more strongly with the procedure of filtering economic time series than with the application of the conditional maximum likelihood method and robust procedures.
The relationship between the decreasing ex post mean squared error and the application of the conditional ML method occurs in the ARMAX procedure (with exogenous processes) with the minimum conditional forecast error occurring for data filtered using Hodrick -Prescott (HP) filter. It is worth pointing out that a relatively high prognostic efficiency of the robust estimation procedure of quantile regression occurs for the data linearized with the help of the TRAMO/ SEATS method. Source: Author's own study 51 AO ( 6 1996) 58 TC ( 1 1997) 
